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Guidance for *SPRING EQUINOX* ~ Initiation/New Beginning ~ 
What will assist with getting things started & support life at this time? 

    

The *Spring Equinox* Reading is usually done Annually in March/April for the Initiation of 
the New Year. This sets the tone for the year and encourages you to articulate one goal or focus 
that you want to see evolve within 6-months to one year. However, the primary function of this 
reading is to offer clarity, support and direction for simply getting things started.  

• 1 ~ INITIATION / Choose Goal or Focus ~COMPARISON~ 
• 2 ~ GAUGE IMBALANCE / Too Much - Too Little ~The BURDEN~ 
• 3 ~ COMMIT / Accept - then Go for It ~SLOWING DOWN~ 
• 4 ~ HONOR YOUR NATURE / Masculine & Feminine ~PLAYFULNESS~ 
• 5 ~ NAVIGATING MULTI-DIMENSIONS/Easier Transitions ~SILENCE~ 
• 6 ~ PRACTICE & PERFECT A RHYTHM / Integration ~HARMONY~ 
• 7 ~ BE NATURAL / Anchor & Own It ~AWARENESS~ 
• 8 ~ OUTCOME / Overview - Additional Insight ~REBIRTH~ 
• 9 ~ ABOVE / Outer/External/Worldly/Others/Public ~PARTICIPATION~ 

• 8 ~ BELOW / Inner/Internal/Personal/Self/Private ~The FOOL~ 
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1 ~ INITIATION ... *Choose Goal or Focus*  
~ What is the first thing I need to consider, as I clarify my goal/focus?  
     

 

    

~ CLOUDS ~ 5 ~ COMPARISON ~ 
    

Whoever told you that the bamboo is more beautiful than the oak, or the oak more 

valuable than the bamboo? Do you think the oak wishes it had a hollow trunk like 

this bamboo? Does the bamboo feel jealous of the oak because it is bigger and its 

leaves change color in the fall? The very idea of the two trees comparing themselves 

to each other seems ridiculous, but we humans seem to find this habit very hard to 

break. Let's face it, there is always going to be somebody who is more beautiful, 

more talented, stronger, more intelligent, or apparently happier than you are. And 

conversely, there will always be those who are less than you in all these ways. The 

way to find out who you are is not by comparing yourself with others, but by 

looking to see whether you are fulfilling your own potential in the best way you 

know how. 
    

 
2 ~ GAUGE IMBALANCE ... *Too Much - Too Little*  
~ What is at the root of any excess or insufficiency blocking me at this time?  
     

    

~ CLOUDS ~ 6 ~ The BURDEN ~ 
    

When we carry a load of shoulds and shouldn'ts imposed on us by others we become 

like this ragged, struggling figure trying to make his way uphill. "Go faster, try 

harder, reach the top!" shouts the foolish tyrant he carries on his shoulder, while the 

tyrant himself is crowned with an imperious rooster. If life these days feels like just 

a struggle from the cradle to the grave, it could be time to shrug your shoulders and 

see what it feels like to walk without these characters on your back. You have your 

own mountains to conquer, your own dreams to fulfill, but you will never have the 

energy to pursue them until you release yourself from all the expectations you've 

gathered from others but now think are your own. Chances are they exist only in 

your own mind, but that doesn't mean they can't weigh you down. It's time to lighten 

up, and send them on their way. 
 

     

 
3 ~ COMMIT ... *Accept - then Go for It*  
~ Now that I'm clear and know what may throw me off, what supports me as I commit? 
     

 

    

~ RAINBOWS ~ Knight ~ SLOWING DOWN ~ 
    

The Knight of Rainbows is a reminder that, just like this tortoise, we carry our home 

with us wherever we go. There is no need to hurry, no need to seek shelter 

elsewhere. Even as we move into the depths of the emotional waters, we can remain 

self-contained and free from attachments. It is a time when you are ready to let go of 

any expectations you have had about yourself or other people, and to take 

responsibility for any illusions you might have been carrying. There is no need to do 

anything but rest in the fullness of who you are right now. If desires and hopes and 

dreams are fading away, so much the better. Their disappearance is making space for 

a new quality of stillness and acceptance of what is, and you are able to welcome 

this development in a way you have never been able to before. Savor this quality of 

slowing down, of coming to rest and recognizing that you are already at home. 
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4 ~ HONOR YOUR NATURE ... *Masculine & Feminine*  
~ How can I honor my true nature, while fortifying my less dominant nature?  
     

    

~ FIRE ~ Page ~ PLAYFULNESS ~ 
    

Life is rarely as serious as we believe it to be, and when we recognize this fact, it 

responds by giving us more and more opportunities to play. The woman in this card 

is celebrating the joy of being alive, like a butterfly that has emerged from its 

chrysalis into the promise of the light. She reminds us of the time when we were 

children, discovering seashells on the beach or building castles in the sand without 

any concern that the waves might come and wash them away in the next moment. 

She knows that life is a game, and she's playing the part of a clown right now with 

no sense of embarrassment or pretense. When the Page of Fire enters your life, it is a 

sign that you are ready for the fresh and the new. Something wonderful is just on the 

horizon, and you have just the right quality of playful innocence and clarity to 

welcome it with open arms. 
 

     

 
5 ~ NAVIGATING MULTI-DIMENSIONS ... *Easier Transitions*  
~ What do I need to have, know or understand that will facilitate easier transitions?  
     

 

    

~ XVII ~ SILENCE ~ 
    

The silent, mirror-like receptiveness of a star-filled night with a full moon is 

reflected in the misty lake below. The face in the sky is deep in meditation, a 

goddess of the night who brings depth, peace and understanding. Now is a very 

precious time. It will be easy for you to rest inside, to plumb the depths of your own 

inner silence to the point where it meets the silence of the universe. There's nothing 

to do, nowhere to go, and the quality of your inner silence permeates everything you 

do. It might make some people uncomfortable, accustomed as they are to all the 

noise and activity of the world. Never mind; seek out those who can resonate with 

your silence - or enjoy your aloneness. Now is the time to come home to yourself. 

The understanding and insights that come to you in these moments will be 

manifested later on, in a more outgoing phase of your life. 
    

 
6 ~ PRACTICE & PERFECT A RHYTHM ... *Integration*  
~ What is strong within me, that I simply need to activate & practice at this time?  
     

    

~ WATER ~ 10 ~ HARMONY ~ 
    

The experience of resting in the heart in meditation is not something that can be 

grasped or forced. It comes naturally, as we grow more and more in tune with the 

rhythms of our own inner silences. The figure on this card reflects the sweetness and 

delicacy of this experience. The dolphins that emerge from the heart and make an 

arc towards the third eye reflect the playfulness and intelligence that comes when we 

are able to connect with the heart and move into the world from there. Let yourself 

be softer and more receptive now, because an inexpressible joy is waiting for you 

just around the corner. Nobody else can point it out to you, and when you find it you 

won't be able to find the words to express it to others. But it's there, deep within your 

heart, ripe and ready to be discovered. 
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7 ~ BE NATURAL ... *Anchor & Own It*  
~ What have I completely mastered, that can totally support me for the next 3-mo?  
    

 

    

~ VII ~ AWARENESS ~ 
    

The veil of illusion, or maya, that has been keeping you from perceiving reality as it 

is, is starting to burn away. The fire is not the heated fire of passion, but the cool 

flame of awareness. As it burns the veil, the face of a very delicate and childlike 

buddha becomes visible. The awareness that is growing in you now is not the result 

of any conscious "doing", nor do you need to struggle to make something happen. 

Any sense you might have had that you've been groping in the dark is dissolving 

now, or will be dissolving soon. Let yourself settle, and remember that deep inside 

you are just a witness, eternally silent, aware and unchanged. A channel is now 

opening from the circumference of activity to that center of witnessing. It will help 

you to become detached, and a new awareness will lift the veil from your eyes. 
     

 
8 ~ OUTCOME ... *Overview - Additional Insight*  
~ What will ultimately support me within and protect me without?  
    

    

~ CLOUDS ~ 10 ~ REBIRTH ~ 
    

This card depicts the evolution of consciousness as it is described by Friedrich 

Nietzsche in his book, Thus Spake Zarathustra. He speaks of the three levels of 

Camel, Lion and Child. The camel is sleepy, dull, self-satisfied. He lives in delusion, 

thinking he's a mountain peak, but really he is so concerned with others' opinions 

that he hardly has any energy of his own. Emerging from the camel is the lion. When 

we realize we've been missing life, we start saying no to the demands of others. We 

move out of the crowd, alone and proud, roaring our truth. But this is not the end. 

Finally the child emerges, neither acquiescent nor rebellious, but innocent and 

spontaneous and true to his own being. Whatever the space you're in right now--

sleepy and depressed, or roaring and rebellious--be aware that it will evolve into 

something new if you allow it. It is a time of growth and change. 
 

   

 
9 ~ ABOVE ... *Outer/External/Worldly/Others/Public*  
~ What will support me as I navigate in the world, with other people, in general?  
    

 

    

~ FIRE ~ 4 ~ PARTICIPATION ~ 
    

Each figure in this mandala holds the left hand up, in an attitude of receiving, and 

the right hand down, in an attitude of giving. The whole circle creates a tremendous 

energy field that takes on the shape of the double dorje, the Tibetan symbol for the 

thunderbolt. The mandala has a quality like that of the energy field that forms 

around a buddha, where all the individuals taking part in the circle make a unique 

contribution to create a unified and vital whole. It is like a flower, whose wholeness 

is even more beautiful than the sum of its parts, at the same time enhancing the 

beauty of each individual petal. You have an opportunity to participate with others 

now to make your contribution to creating something greater and more beautiful 

than each of you could manage alone. Your participation will not only nourish you, 

but will also contribute something precious to the whole. 
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10 ~ BELOW ... *Inner/Internal/Personal/Self/Private*  
~ What will support me as I navigate in private, or behind the scenes, in general?     
   

    

~ 0/Zero ~ The FOOL ~ 
    

Moment to moment, and with every step, the Fool leaves the past behind. He carries 

nothing more than his purity, innocence and trust, symbolized by the white rose in 

his hand. The pattern on his waistcoat contains the colors of all four elements of the 

tarot, indicating that he is in harmony with all that surrounds him. His intuition is 

functioning at its peak. At this moment the Fool has the support of the universe to 

make this jump into the unknown. Adventures await him in the river of life. The 

card indicates that if you trust your intuition right now, your feeling of the 'rightness' 

of things, you cannot go wrong. Your actions may appear 'foolish' to others, or even 

to yourself, if you try to analyze them with the rational mind. But the 'zero' place 

occupied by the Fool is the numberless number where trust and innocence are the 

guides, not skepticism and past experience. 
 

       

The Chakra Meditation ~ We take a deep breath IN ... and a deep breath OUT ... SPIRALING 
through the seven primary Chakras. Use the oxygen you take-IN to carry NEW clarity, courage & 
independence in to every cell of your DNA and use the carbon dioxide to carry destructive habits 
and self-sabotage *OUT* of every cell of your DNA.  
    

Manifesting Current ~BREATHE IN~ BRING IN from pure thought in to tangible form 

1st Chakra ~ Earth ~ Beginning/Roots/Survival~ NEW LIFE/HERE IN 3D/THIS LIFETIME 
2nd Chakra ~ Water ~ Emotions/Sexuality/Creativity~ COURAGE TO DEDICATE YOUR LIFE 
3rd Chakra ~ Fire ~ Personal Power/Will/Self-Esteem~ INSTINCTIVE FEARLESSNESS 
4th Chakra ~ Air ~ Love/Unity/Breath~ CHILD-LIKE INNOCENCE & OPENNESS 
5th Chakra ~ Sound ~ Your Voice/Communication~ RESPONSIBILITY FOR YOUR TRUTH 
6th Chakra ~ Light ~ Clairvoyance/Intuition/Imagination~ 

 ABILITY TO IMAGINE COLLABORATIVE CO-CREATIVE WORK 
7th Chakra~ Thought ~Wisdom/Understanding/Consciousness~ EXPANDED VISION OF DESIRES 
    

Liberating Current ~BREATHE OUT~ RELEASE from 3-D back to pure consciousness 

1st Chakra ~ Earth ~ Beginning/Roots/Survival~ ANY DEATH OR DESTRUCTION 
2nd Chakra ~ Water ~ Emotions/Sexuality/Creativity/Change~ ANY LAZINESS & APATHY 
3rd Chakra ~ Fire ~ Personal Power/Will/Self-Esteem~ ANY KILL OR BE KILLED INSTINCTS 
4th Chakra ~ Air ~ Love/Unity/Breath~ ANY FEAR OF REJECTION 
5th Chakra ~ Sound ~ Your Voice/Communication~ NOT LIVING YOUR TRUTH/LIVING ANOTHER'S 

6th Chakra~Light~Clairvoyance/Intuition/Imagination~ ANY NARROW VISION/LACK SELF-WORTH 
7th Chakra ~ Thought ~Wisdom/Understanding/Consciousness~ BLOCKAGE TO UNIVERSAL TRUTH 
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